Make better
spending
decisions
When it comes to optimizing spend,
you can’t improve what you can’t track.
Emburse Analytics centralizes your organizational spend into a single, stunning
dashboard. Its clarity empowers leadership to make strategic business decisions
that improve your financial health.

Gain more insight with Emburse Analytics
With all your spend data safely in one place, you can make informed data-driven business decisions to
improve your financial health. Negotiate better discounts with vendors. Attract investors. Forecast to
manage cash flow and predict spend.

BETTER
BUDGETING

INCREASE
ACCOUNTABILITY

IMPROVE
COMPLIANCE

Make more informed decisions
about how you plan to spend.
Review spend over any period
of time, by department,
region and more.

Provide leadership and
managers visually appealing
charts to show how they’re
spending across an organization
or department.

Whether spending is going
down, or up, your finance
team needs to know why.
Easily identify outliers and
dig into the details of any
unusual spending trends.
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Transform data into
actionable insights

Emburse Analytics
features

DASHBOARDS
BUILT FOR SPEND

With standard dashboards
included in Emburse
Analytics, spend trends are
easily understood, making
analysis even faster.

DRILL DOWN
INTO DETAILS

Three levels of enhanced visibility
EMBURSE ANALYTICS

Gain a high-level overview of organizational spending. Reports and
dashboards track spend across all of our standard expense categories
fields. Easily download and share exported reports in CSV, JSON,
HTML, PDF, and XLSX formats.
EMBURSE ANALYTICS PRO

This upgraded view of analytics provides visibility into spending across
custom fields. Schedule and send reports to unlimited recipients via email,
SFTP, or export. Provision access for leadership to monitor their own
spending, and gain an hour of expert guidance from our team.
EMBURSE INSIGHT ADVISOR

Insight Advisor provides pro-level analytics with a tailored, human touch.
A designated team of experts assists in turning your data into actionable
insights. They can help with everything from hands-on Emburse Analytics
training to setting up secure data access filtering. Your team is also
available to assist in creating key performance indicator reports to reduce
costs and drive efficiency.
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With a click, you can dig into
areas of concern and see
what caused spend spikes
or specific expenses that
impacted overall budgets.
No more investigations
via email with attached
spreadsheets, see everything
in a couple of clicks.

SHARE VIA PDF

Spend dashboards and
any reports can be saved
and shared in an easy to
consume PDF format. Stop
spending hours a month
building out trending spend
reports, just download, save,
and share.

